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DIRECTIONS: Solve the ENTIRE equation for each 4 blem. Then answer the specific question provided for each problem. Set up 

the table below for each question AND show the math in the space below on how you solved each part of the table. 

Allele Frequencies Genotype Frequencies 

P q p2 2pq q2 

1. What do each of the following variables represent in the Hardy-Weinberg equations (define in terms of homozygous dominant, 

homozygous recessive, etc.)? 
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2. Seventy percent of a population shows the domin 

carriers (heterozygous for dominant trait)? 
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P q p2 2pq q2 
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characteristic. What percentage of the population are carriers for this trait? 
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4. Pea seeds can be round (R: dominant) or rinkled (r: recessive). In a field of wild peas ninety-six perc t (96%) of the peas are 
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trait while 30% are r cessive. What percentage of the population are 
round. What are the allelic frequencies? 

S. Not having freckles is a rec 
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Intermediate (Aa) = 138 Little spotting (aa) =5 White-spotted (AA) =1469 
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b. What is the frequency of the dominant allele in the popul tion? 

A c 	 r a. What is the frequency of heterozygous individuals? 

c. What is the frequency of the recessive allele in the popula 'on? 	z 	r  
d. What is the frequency of homozygous recessive individuals i the population? 		a t 5 	r r 
e. What is the frequency of homozygous dominant individuals in t 	•opulation? 	fr 07 5  

5. Below is a classic data set on wing coloration in the scarlet tiger moth (Panaxia dominula). Coloration in this species had been 

previously shown to behave as a single-locus, two-allele system with  incomplete dominance.  Data for 1612 individuals are given 

below: 

What are the allelic frequencies? 
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6. If 98 out of 200 individ 

dominant? 
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express the recessive phenotype, what percent of the population are homozygous 
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7. Brown hair (B) is dominant to blond hay, 	. there are 	wn hairs i 

frequency of heterozygotes? 	, 	 6  b 
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8. In snapdragons, R is dominant for red flowers and r is recessive for white flowers. Snapdragons exhibit incomplete dominance. 

In a population of 100 snapdragons, 50 have pink flowers and 25 have white flowers. 

a population of 200, What is the predicted 
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9. A rather large population of foxes has 396 red-tair.4444c1.44cliols and 557 brown-haired individuals. Assume that red is totally 

recessive. Calculate the followi 

12. A moth's color is controlled by two alleles, G and g, at a single locus. G (gray) is dominant to g (white). A large population of 

moths was studied, and the frequency  of the G allele in the population over time was documented, as shown in the figure 

below. In 1980, a random sample of 2,000 pupae was collected and the moths were allowed to emerge. 
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The expected frequency of the homWzygous dominant genotype. 	. Cl•K 

The number number of heterozygous indivi uals that you would redict to be in this population. 
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Conditions happen to have been really good this year for breeding and next year there are going to be 1, 45 young 

foxes. Assuming that all of the Hardy-Wei 

haired and how many brown-haired? 
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10. In a population that is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the frequency of the homo 

frequency of individuals that are homozygous for the dominant allele? 

recessive genotypZ is 0.0 \  What is the 

11. In a certain group of iguanas, the presence of brown skin is the result of a homozygous recessive condition in the biochemical 

pathway producing skin pigment. If the frequency of the genotype for this condition is 36%, what is the frequency of the 
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a. Assuming that the population was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for' the G locus, what percentage of moths in the 

natural population was white in 1962? Calculate your answer to the nearest hundredth. 

b. Assuming that the population was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for the G locus, what percentage of the gray moths 

that emerged in 1968 was heterozygous? Calculate your answer to the nearest hundredth. 

P 

homozygous dominant and heterozygous genotype in this population, assuming the population is in Hardy-Weinberg 	 13. In a population of certain frogs in which the allele for brown skin is dominant to the allele for green skin, a drought leads 	to 

equilibrium? 	 selection against green-skinned frogs. When the drought ends, 12 percent of the remaining frogs exhibit the green-skin 

phenotype. If the population is now in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, what will be the frequency of the green-skin allele in the 

next generation? Provide your answer to the nearest hundredth. 
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